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Falling gas prices make driving to class more and more economical.

Edward Bemays speaks at Grand Valley, see story page 8.

Gubernatorial Debate at G.V.S.C.

Students Resist Draft Registration
MEMPHIS, TN (CPS)--In what may
be the nation's only current case of a
student fighting Selective Service
r egist ration laws, the U S . Sixth
Circuit Court of Appeals in Cincinnati
last week heard the case of a student
who coul dnt get into Memphis State
Vs.iii' c he had not registered (or the
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of Conscientious Objectors, a national
anti-draft group.
Vogel adds he has support from
people who think he should register,
hut also think he should be allowed to
at tend c l as s e s
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instructors and educat ors for our
system.
Luca s also supports substantial
increases in higher education, further
stating that these increases should go to
instituti ons which have "superior
r es e ar ch abilities' ' and pr omot e
mi peri i >r minds
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WSRX; To lb®or moil to lb®
By Lesley T u rner
G uest W riter
To be or not to be, this is the
question many Grand Valley faculty and
students are asking Henry Hardy,
general manager of the once disbanded
WSRX student run radio station.
Hardy feels there is a definite need for
WSRX, proven by the fact that three
years after it was taken off the airwaves
students are still fighting to reinstate it.
Hardy wants to re-establish WSRX for
students who want to learn and
experiment with broadcasting. In the
past WSRX was an experimental radio
station, this is, a characteristic the
student staff wants to retain.
Sam Eiler, Director of Radio
Broadcast at Grand Valley State
College, echos Hardy's need for a
college radio station run for the

students, by the students, but for
d iffe ren t
re aso n s.
B ecause
WGVC-FM, Grand Valley's campus
broadcast station, is licensed they must
compete with other area stations. For
this reason they prefer their student staff
to have some prior experience in
broadcast. E iler believes an
experimental radio station is a good
place to get this experience because it is
not licensed with the government, it
does not directly represent Grand
Valley, and it usually broadcasts to a
very small audience.
Hardy and his station staff began the
necessary steps in September to get
WSRX back on the airwaves, first by
becoming a student organization and
then by meeting with the Grand Valley
Board of Control. The Board of
Control formed a sub-committee to deal
with the problems of getting WSRX

N.E.H. Gets tough on Late Loans
WASHINGTON, D.C. (C PS)~
Scholars, grad students and artists who
haven't repaid their student loans on
time no longer will be able to get
grants from the National Endowment
for the Humanities (NEH).
In an effort to help collect money on
defaulted student loans the NEH, which
will award $132.7 million to scholars
and artists this year, now will require
all grant applicants to fill out a form
stating the status of any Guaranteed
Student Loan money they might have
borrowed.
"Before we offer anyone more tax

money, we wish to be certain that all
applicants are carrying out their
obligations to the citizens of America,"
says John Agresto, the NEH's acting
chairman.
The U.S. Department of Education
estimates defaults on student loans
could exceed $1 billion by the end of
this year, and could go as high as $2
billion by the end of the decade.
The department, of course, has
accelerated all its collection efforts.
While Education Secretary William
Bennett used to head the NEH, the
agency’s decision to grill applicants was
>00000000© £

erry aireel
Plasma Center

A fter looking into num erous
possible sites for the station, the area
receiving the most consideration is the
music listening lounge located in the
Kirkhof Center. Hardy feels this is the
best location because it is not used very
much, it was originally built for audio
purposes, it has a separate outside
entrance, and it would need a minimum
of re-fitting.
Grand Valley does have a need for
these two very different types of radio
stations. An experimental station
focuses on the broadcaster, a licensed
station, like WSRX looks into the
future, doing what radio stations before
them have not yet done.
A
conventional station does not often
possess the freedom to do this.
WSRX; to be or not to be, only time
will tell.

back on the air. Hardy and his staff
have w orked closely with this
committee to overcome the largest
obstacles in their.path to re-establishing
WSRX. These obstacles are finding the
necessary funds to run the station and
locating a place to house WSRX and its
offices.
So far all funding has come from
G rand V alley's Student Senate.
Midway through last smemester they
allotted approximately $600.00 to be
used as an operational budget. The
WSRX staff has discussed several future
funding plans. The most accepted plan
is to charge each Grand Valley student a
$1.00 or $2.00 service fee per term.
This has been endorsed by the WSRX
staff and proposed to the Board of
Control. Sam Eiler has also worked up
an additional $11,000.00 in materials
for the station.

its ow n, not the E ducation
D ep artm en t's, m ain tain s NEH
spokesman Darrel deChaby.
No one knows how many deadbeats
currently are getting NEH funds,
deChaby explains, but he figures that
since a significant number of applicants
spend years in academe, many probably
took out student loans.
Although the policy goes into effect
immediately, it won't apply to all NEH
grant recipients for about a year,
deChaby says.
He says the NEH will make only
new applicants disclose their loan

The agency won't ask current
recipients about their loans because it
would be hard to get NEH money back,
even from those who admitted being in
default.
NEH o fficials will confirm
applicants' claims with the Education
Department, and, if discrepancies arise,
the NEH will ask the Justice
Department to deal with defaulters.
The p en a lty for fa lsify in g
information to the government could
result in a fine of up to $10,000 and/or
as much as five years in jail, NEH
attorney Hugh Hewitt warns.

status.
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©DUMPS®
By Susan Newman
S taff W rite r

Grand Valley State College is now
offering a sailing class which fits right
into the Grand Valley motif.
Jim Thompson is the instructor of
the class. Thompson is an Advanced

News Notes - Nile Club, .Swift
Presents

Q .N .E. (Adult Learners’ Organiza
tion) invites students 25 and older to
join in an informal lunch. Lunches
will be held April 2, 16, and 30, from
11am - lpm in room 224 Commons.
Interested students are encouraged to
attend.
.
j
_

,

.

_

Ethnic.Festival
, Thursday. March 27. Noon - 9pm.
''Occurs in the Promenade Deck o f the
Kirkhof Center aijd features displays,
food booths, international fashions and
a 7-9pm dance.

Coastal Cruising Instructor approved by
the American Sailing Association and
is the head instructor at Eldeans
shipyard in-Holland.
, This is a one credit class and will
cover such topics as navigation,
meteorology, boat handling under sail
and power, sailing theory, and
seapersonship. By the end of the course
students will be able to charter sailboats
u£ to thirty-five feet in length.
The class runs from 22 May through
26 June and is offered on Thursday
nights from 6:00 to 9:00 pm. When the
class is finished the student will arrange
two eight-hour days with Thompson fasailing on Lake Macatowa in Holland,
and on L ake M ichigan. Says
Thompson, "When they successfully
demonstrate practical competence in the
classroom, they then are certified as
Costal Cruising and Bare Boat Charter
Captains by the American Sailing
Association.”
Thompson originally wanted the
course to be offered in the physical
education department, but the Director
of Athletics, George McDonald felt it
was not in the best interest of the
department for the class to be offered.
Because two of the major elements of
the class are m eteorology and
navigation, it is being offered through
the geography department. Thompson
prefers for the class to be offered
through the physical education
department and hopes if the class is
successful that the department will pick
it up next year.

WCVC/WGVK bounce back
After two disappointing membership
drives in September and December,
1985, WGVC/WGVK, West Michigan
Public Television has bounced back in
March with pledges totalling $505,005
—more than $5,000 over the $500,000
goal. The total set a new record at the
station, surpassing the previous record
of $502,276 set during Festival '85,
last March.
"We're absolutely delighted with the
response of West Michigan viewers,"
said Director of Development Phil
Fleming. "Of all the public stations in
Michigan conducting membership
drives, WGVC/WGVK went the
farthest over its goal."
With 70% of public television
stations nationwide reporting final
figures, WGVC/WGVK’s average gift
of $83.79 was the second highest in the
nation. PBS reports that dollars are
down 2.3% from last March and the

number of pledges is down 5.9%. Last
year, during Festival '85, 6,681 viewers
pledged to West Michigan Public TV,
compared with 6,027 in Festival '86.
According to Dr. George E. Lott, Jr.,
General Manager of WGVC/WGVK,
the outcome of this drive was especially
important since the previous two
membership drives fell short of their
goals. In February, cutbacks were
announced following a half-year
fin an cial
analysis by station
management.
"Obviously, we are pleased that West
Michigan viewers have responded to the
drive in the way they did, so that we
will not have to institute further cuts,"
said Lott. "With the start of the new
financial year on July 1, we are hoping
to restore the level of local service
which was cut back in February. We
are back on track."

The course costs $200.00 and
includes one credit hour, two days on a
sailboat, books and- navigation s
instrum ents. Norm ally, through a
sailing school this would cost a t out ,
$300.00, what a deal!

ENCORE WORD PROCESSING
DATA SERVICE- .............-..............
Term papers, reports, resumes, cover
letters and general c.orrespondance.
-Proofreading and revisions—
Call Kathy 457-6059 Close to
campus. Recorder, please leave
message.

4 FINE STORES TO BETTER
HELP YOU!

51 Monroe Mall N.W.
1 533 Wealthy S.E.

3150 Plainfield
2883 Wilson, Grandville

Tornado season safety
Tornado (Severe Thunderstorm)
season is upon us once again, and in
the interest of the safety of Grand
Valley State College students and staff,
Campus Safety and Security asks that
sou become familiar with precautionary
procedures in the es em ot a Tornado
' S e v er e

E h u n d e r s t o r m ) VCatch

or

Vv arning
\ ; , , m j d " ..Sc.ere ! hunderstorm ■
it ai n means that the storms mas
lev e h 'P in Mg nit leant strength to
produce large hail and. or damaging
winds Since all severe thunderstorms
are potential tornado producers, a severe
thunderstorm does not preclude the
Recurrence of tornadoes It does n s
mean that a tornado is imminent
A
r , , m ad-- ' S e v e r e T h u n d e r s t o r m
A j r n i n t means that a t or nado is
mminent or has actually been sighted
! he . a m p u s c om muni t y will he

notified of a Warning by the Campus
Police Officer who will drive through
the college campus advising those who
are walking and those in cars to seek
cover.
Each building has a designated person
who will be notified in the event ot a
Warning and who will direct all those
within the building to move to 4 sate
area
All building occupants mi'uid
move awav (torn all window or glass
enclosed areas immediately Fhe satesi
area wiil he the .enter ot the building as
J o s e to the basement or ground floor as
possible
When the Warning is
terminated, campus will he notified and
normal co l le g e activities will he
resumed at onee
The important thing to remember o

; X ) NOT PANIC
. cur se

A calm, order!v

it events is the best wjv r,

insure the saletv ■>t all concerned

BEER, LIQUOR, WINE,
KEG BEER,LOTTERY
TICKETS,POST OFFICE
HOURS:
M — T H 7 a m -11 p m
FRI Et S A T 7 a m - 12 M id n ig h t
S U N 9 a m - 9 pm
IN S T A N D A L E 4 5 3 - 1007
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possible misuse of our order number at
Arden's was confirmed that it would be a
serious offense Larceny by Theft.
As I was finished talking to Schliewc.
the other (112) officer came in.
He was very aggressive in his
manner, and kept raising his voice and
interrupting me. This and the fact that
both of them were standing over me as
I sat at my desk, made me feel very
intimidated. Officer 112(this was the
only identity he would give me) stood
over me and kept questioning me about

Oranihetically Speaking:
A Perversion of Christianity
advancing forces/TT” battle... battle...
Christians are /oldiers... warfare...
c o n flic t... .C onflict... C hristian
wajdarefrr-AKM... strategic... Christian
warfare... Christ's soldiers... assault...
Christian soldiers... fight... toil...
pain... gospel arm or... Christian
soldiers... Christian leaders... " So
when it calls us to "ARM" it must
mean with GUNS!
The Evangelism Committee seems
to want to reestablish prayer and Bible

I^y O ran Rankin
E ditor
I'm scared.
There is a dangerous m ilitant
religious cult in Allendale and it scares
me.
A friend of mine gave me a pamphlet
that was distributed around the area to
publicize a sym posium entitled
"Alternative Education; W hat are we
Teaching our C hildren?'" It w as
p u b lish ed by the Ev
Committee o f the *
Reformed

how I had gotten into my office. I told
him repeatedly that I had simply opened
the door and that in any event I had not
arrived first today. He refused to listen,
and said that Sanlarlas was reinstated by
Ken Fridsma, Director pf Financial Aid.
I said that didn't matter, even if
Santarlas was on the payroll that I had
to see something in writing and that he
still couldn't go into the darkroom with
unrestricted access, he would have to be
supervised. The darkroom was only to
be opened for staff who had assignments
to work on , and that Tom had none.
Pruitt kept standing over me and
saying "How did you get in here." I said
that the Police didn't have a warrent,
that 1 had work to do, and that I had
answered all of their questions. I asked
them to please leave unless they showed
me a warrent authorizing them to be in
the Lanthom office and harrass the
Assistant Editor. They refused to leave.
112 said that this was public property
and that he could come in here anytime
and question anyone.
1 tried to reach President Lubbers, but
was informed that he was out of town.
112 kept harassing me and interrupting
my phone calls with his aggressive
questioning. I thought that he was

at war. Tt
carried on

off, fills me with fear, and makes me
d o te.
a ' Think about i t The pamphlet uses
military vocabulary, throughout the
Whole of its tex t In the short pamphlet
it manages to use all o f these terms and
phrases, "... w ar.., battlefield...

thoughtful, and i
attend this meeting
vai

make some signs, o r distribute some
literature, anythingjto help save our
schools from ChristaTn terrorists!

being very weird, since 1 had repeatedly
told him the truth, which couldbe easily
verified. I had come in and found the
door open and the lights on. Rodd later
told me that he had come in before me ,
and found the office was already open.
It's possible it was open all night

N o te s tfmm ttifa© Uaadsirgproiymd:
W h o se

a u th o rity

In any event, after about five or ten
minutes of this un warranted and
unjustified police intimidation, I called
the Grand Rapids press and told them
that there were two policeman raiding
the offices of the Lanthorn without a
warrant, and that they were refusing to
leave, or show me a warrent, or even
give me both of their names When the
second top had come in , he let
Sanlarlas m to the photo lab wnn his
ses Sanlarlas look some equipment out
of the lab, I didn l sec exaclls what, but
as far as 1 know, nothing hj,k there
he inn ee d to h i nt and no one is in take
th. r e >uI without the permission o f the
ed . toi
So perh.jps he vaas able to ste ji
' r >m u S■ a t e u n point. as :t were. w:; h:
'.' 1 h i
* the ar med no, ic e
B
p- ... e men ie ft w.uen 1 slur ted
' .1. a.n e to tne pr ess. f ;rs: Sc hficwe. and
the
alter he was motioned to , <>me
cu h v Studen t S er v i c e s e n: p i <>>e e
Mi Cok■.. e Bean
At: er ! was sj,me ta. icing to the Pi ess
I ca.. e s the Ame r u a:■: Civil 1 .Her ties
I he I’olk c; left a: ahoy; ; ; <o
'C !. R id.t and Heather, [trad

ih s tre ?

By Ilcnrv Hardy
Assistant Editor
I am sitting at ms desk, in ms
nf I ice at the Lanthom it is 1 I .IS I he
Police raided the Lanthorn today in
order to trs to force us to rehire an
employee vs ho ssas tired several weeks
ago
I hev left juvt over a hall an hour
ago

Here is what happened
At a lew minutes before 10 00. I
w.nked into the n ll m1 I was somewhat.
hut nni \cr\ . su rp rived to find that the
Irnnt dmnr o| the of1ice w as open and the
■:klh: s V
*.ere . i■. i assumed that sornei •ne
e.sc hud <-■>me in i nd opened up As .
turned nut. Rudd Monts, the lav
ci! itor o 1 the pape r. had been ir■ a !e w
heli >re me
I sat down at mv desk,and had time n
read through the last issue of the paper
dn J n <>!c a 1e w [ s p1 1 s
| hen I •>re
Sa n la r Ia s a !n rme r l.an th<>re. e m p 1<>\ e c

officer) first They wouldn't listen, so I
put my hand on the doorknob and said
they couldn l go in
A shouting match started, with
Sanlarlas starting to take swings at me
and being restrained by the other guv
from Student Services
After two or
three minutes, Rodd Monts and jnolher
Lanthorn employee. Heather Sc hmidt.
came in to see what a!! the commotion
was about
Rodd intervened :n the
arguement. grabbed me bv the arrn an !
^"t evervhodv to s. j I m v!. iw :;
B<>;r
sides reiterated the: r version «d the
j'euement. Santarlas c !aiming trid! he
had ,ome
do cent or v
and I sj :
that the editor had ioi».! me thjt Sar",'a; ia s
vaas n*»t j i io vaed on the premise s ar. :
that I ki'uidnt le’ him mto the s. =-nnpu ter
r;">m under our set. ur .: v p. i. ,c v va,; h •' a :
'.he written per miss: r n? the Rd;tor
1h ur. Rank in
f ve n t a a i!\ S a n ta r a s and the ’the'
e j s left
I h. s was at dhout
* '
S. r af'.e r t h a t
one a r * "’ rr e t
;•« . .v e man
numher
a me
i
*ev ktr./ed him. .! ! . a.. v.»1r r e s. t v - A
• jme s f.'e* f,"-.t: 1 j wavs re me
*v i - sc . p e a j p n: < .c »c a' ' a
m R' w• s n ad a v ' r 1’ e ’ a, a ■
X* . -s J ■
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the incident and have stated that I want
to file criminal charges, but my calls to
A1 Wygant, the Chief of GVSC police,
have been unanswered since the initial
contact two weeks ago when I discussed
the incident with him. (The Wednesday
before Spring Break.)
The two incidents, along with the
McCarthyism which prevails with the
A dm inistration
and
some
ultra-conservative students have created a
climate of fear. How can I write news

and editorials critical of the
administration when I have to be afraid
of police breaking into the office
without a warrant and be subjugated to
the third degree about how I opened the
door to my own office?
Officer 112, Leeling of Stoll should
resign in order in order to spare the
college the embarrassment of firing
them. Tliis sort of incident is what one
would expect in a dictatorship like Iran
or the Soviet Union, not in the
democratic government of the United
States. Even Nixon didn't break into
newspaper offices to interrogate the
Editors at their desks. And what right
does the police force have to determine
who is and is not on the Lanthorn staff,
when the Lanthorn Policy Manual, p. 3
states, "Misconduct by staff members
that is damaging to the reputation of the
Lanthorn can result in immediate
dismissal," and the manual makes it
clear that the Editor is the sole person
who determines who is authorized to
work at the Lanthorn (p. 2) "The
Editor-in-Chief will notify Sdtudent
Employment of firings if the employee
in question is receiving wages.
The organizational chart for the
Lanthorn on page 9 of the policy
manual states, "The following executive
positions and their respective staffs
report directly to the Edi tor-in -chlef:
News, Features, Sports, Photography
and Art." (emphasis mine)
Tom Santarlas was terminated in
complete accordance with the Policy
Manual on 9 March 1096 Only the
Editor has the authority to rchire him:
"The Editor in hief has the final say in
hiring I he NAB will be informed of the
decision the NAB, however, has no
authority to appoint or reject any
member of the newspaper, except the
editor in chief, business manager, and
faculty advisor ' I Lanthorn Policy
Manual, p 2)
So tom Sanlarlas was fired by the
editor in accordance with the correct
procedures, and he has not been rehired
by the only person with the authority to
make the final decision on hiring, the
editor, ( )ra,n Kank in
So on what basis d o the pome come
tn here with their gun s and demand that
we uiiovA n e former stJf! member mt.)
locked riKims vah:x. h even I don t ‘lave
the kess h-r. and that they itne poi ;c e
nave dec ided to force us L take h; m;
hack or, tne staff I h ere arc l e n s , ;
thousands of dollars o ! equipment in the
computer loom in between tnc photo ia h
and our i>ffice. and oiur Sec uri:s Pm1.ic e
s a v s that non staff must have art •le t
permi ssiv. .. from the editor t. g
there Ihi s applies !. Poi,c.e as weii a s
ans one ei se I his :s a newspaper off ,vC
W■■ njvc a y.'nsl.tut: " na. as wn . a s
’a
tt r t t ■ ^ c s e v - • e
. w j ■• j ■
' r - s . '■ • n
’ ‘me
.in j • : N A it - n w n e tf e *
. t r .n a
. a ......... ' ’ - d
\c
- a' v jm -s .at.v r »v th <>’ j : : \ j.
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Letters
To the E ditor:
What do you think about this week's
Lanthornl Does it reflect your point of
view? Do you wonder if anyone
proof-reads it? Does a person named
Henry Hardy really exist or is someone
just writing those stories to make
people mad11
I've heard many comments lately
regarding these questions. F.vervone
seems to have an opinion about the
Lanthorn. Some people applaud the
new Editor. Oran Rankin, and his staff
lor producing a paper that is finallv
readable.
Others are asking the
Newspaper Advisory Board (NAB) to
fire Rankin and Hardy. I would like to
pose some quesaons to both groups.
To those of you who feel the
Lanthorn is finally w'orth reading 1 ask;
can the Lanthorn better serve the entire
college community?
Are campus
events being adequately represented?
GVSC is the center of a community
which has a wide variety of political,
social, recreational, environmental, and
human concerns. Is it the job of the
editor and staff to see that the paper
reflects this diversity? I believe the
answer is yes. Is it happening? No.
To those of you who are intent on a
lynching of Rankin or perhaps the
guillotine for Hardy I ask; have you
talked to these people about your
concerns? Have you talked to the
student representatives to the NAB?
Are you helping the paper in any way
to become more like you think it
should be?
After talking with Oran and Henry, I

_________ Z___
am convinced that they have a
reasonable understanding o f their
personal and professional strengths as
well as weaknesses. They know where
the paper is lacking, but they aren't
getting support from anyone in these
areas. Therefore, they are using their
personal strengths to put out the best
paper they can.
Regardless of whether or not you
support the current Lanthorn staff, get
involved. If you sincerely care about
vnat you read in the Lanthorn, write an
.a u d e that reflects your views. If you
ire concerned about the current lack of
relationship between the NAB and the
. .nthorn <taff. voice your concern
.hrough a board member or attend a
meeting. Bob Stoll is chair of this
board and requests for a place on the
agenda should be made to him at the
Student Activities office.
Finally, if you have an event or story
that you feel should be covered in the
paper, leave a note at the Lanthorn
>ifice. Someone will get back with
you. They really do care about printing
the news. Give them a chance.
Bill Getty

To the Editor:
Fraternities, Sororities, Greek Week,
parties, beer-bongs, and above a lf the
fun of having a hangover the next day.
As I read about Robert Egan's
presentation on February 13, 1986, I
was extremely disappointed to hear
only, party, party, party," comments
from the staff writer.

The article definitely left me with a
negative impression about the Greek
Life. Did Robert Egan mention any
good things the Greeks do?
Robert Egan's comments seemed
quite obscure and even shocking at
times. He only accused- Greeks of
stealing road signs, stocking coke
machines with beer, hazing pledges,
slamming beer cans, and of course
drinking "a party food called beer."
The statf writer portrayed Egans
presentation negatively. ! wonder what
hi.s hook is like? Probably more how
loo's...”
It seemed that Fean save Erats and
Sororities a bad name at his slide
presentation. Maybe Egan needed to
include more positive.comments. He
should have reflected on the brotherly,
sisterly respect and concern the Greek
life otters - or mavbe it doesn't offer!?
The Disappointed Greek

Lanthorn
As Grand Valley's official student run
newspaper. The Lanthorn welcomes
letters and comments. We ask that
every letter contain the name and
telephone number o f the author. The
author's name may be withheld, by
request, from publication in certain

L etter

cases. The Lanthorn reserves the right
:o edit due to legal or ethical
obliterations, or because o f space
limitations. Publication occurs every
Wednesday, with the deadline being the
preceeatng Friday at 5:00 pm in the
offices o f The Lanthorn, downstairs in
the Kirkhof Center

Policy
Allendale Women s
Christian Temperance
Union Asks . . .
"Did You Know . . . ”

Debate, from page 1
institutions.
Both candidates also claimed the
major obstacle to achieving their goals
was the current lack of leadership in
state government.
The forum was attended by a diverse
audience including party supporters
from local communities, a variety of
media representatives, and a large
contingent of high school and college
students.
The event lasted
approximately two hours and concluded
with a reception held in the Kirkhof
Center.

Doctors don't know for sure if
drugs hamper the ability to drive,
said Herbert Moskowitz, UCLA
professsor. But drugs that cause
sedation can significantly affect
performance. He also noted that
like alcohol, drugs frequently
have a "hangover" period, in which
the immediate effect has worn off
but the drug still hampers re
flexes. He said it is quite possible
that people who have taken drugs
suffer from the same overconfidence in their abilities to
drive as found with people under
the influence of alcohol.

If your tired of the high cost of utilities

Grand Valley Apartments

.

Has the solution:

Come live

IBrantfl

Solar Envelope Buildings

All units completely furnished
^Spacious rooms, fully carpeted.
^Walking distance to campus.
^Convenient laundry facilities.
*Large clean yard with fire pit.
*Sunbathing balconies and porches.
Apartments are still available for summer and fall!!
Come talk to Dave and learn the amazing concept of Solar
Envelope apartment living.
Don't delav, they're going fast!!!
Summer Rates (May 19 -August 19)
1 bedroom $525.OCTentire summer
2 bedroom $750.00 total ($250.00 per month!
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4<BQ
y e a r s o f
In d ia n H isto ry to E nd in
Bureaucracy While Indians fight to save World,
\

By Dale E. R obinson
G u est E d ito ria list
Things will begin to heat up this
summer in Arizona as the U.S.
Government will begin its plans to
implement Public Law 93-531, a law
which calls for the forced relocation of
over 12,000 Navajo Indians from their
ancestral homenand in a north-east
region of Arizona known as the Joint
Use Area (JUA). The Navajo Indians
have
lived in this isolated region of
Arizona for over 400 years, but this
July the Federal Government,has plans
to use military personnel to remove the
Navajos from their former homland if
they have not already moved. With the
help of sympathetic Americans, the
Navajo Indians are prepared to fight for
the land they claim as historically
belonging to them.
PL 93-531 was an act voted on by
Congress in 1974 to resolve a so called
land dispute between the Navajo and
Hopi Indians who have, since 1882,
shared the JUA. Critics of PL 93-531
claim that the land dispute between the
two tribes was never of sufficiant
magnitude to evoke intervention from
the United States. It is alledged that PL
93-531 was devised by large
multi-national corporations who stand
to benefit by removing the Navajos
from their land.
A SHORT HISTORY OF INDIAN
TERRITORIES

In 1882, the United States
Government decided to institute
political boundries for the Indian
Nations of the Navajos and the Hopis.
Even though the Indian Nations have
always been considered sovereign and do
not believe in exclusive ownership of
land, the United States Government
decided to implement them regardless of
Indian rights or wishes.
So was
established the Hopi Reservation Act
by the urging of the Bureau of Indian
•\llairs (BlAi for the Hopi Indians and
•.(her such Indians as the Secretary of
Intern>i sees fit to settle there upon"
.[note Liken from wording of
! rgislaiiun i Critics of the 1882 Hopi
Reservation Act contend that BIA
jvushed for its passage as a means to

control the Indians in the Arizona
reservations.
The reservation
established b y the Act, a area one
degree latitude wide by one degree
lo n g itu d e ,
w as
s e e m in g ly
indiscriminately established, without
taking into consideration where the
Indians had previously settled. The new
boundries for the Hopi Reservation
excluded a long established Hopi
farming community by over 15 miles.
It included an area where Navajo Indians
had been living for generations. In
1930, 640,000 acres o f land
immediately surrounding the Hopi
Reservation was established as Grazing
District No. 6 . This land extended the
boundries o f the Hopi Reservation .
The remainder of the one by one degree
plot was considered a joint use area for
both tribes.
The JUA has been renowned for its
vast mineral deposits such as oil, coal
and natural gas. The rights to these
minerals belong jointly to the Hopis
and the Navajos who must to come to
an agreement in the event of leasing
mineral rights to outsiders.
In 1921, Standard Oil discovered oil
in the JUA. Shadowed by the BIA,
Standard Oil approched the Navajo
people in hopes of leasing the rights to
the Oil in the JUA. The Navajo elders,
who were the traditional leaders of the
Navajo people, voted 75 to 0 against
the leasing of the land. Evidence
indicates that BIA officials instituted a
"puppet" Navajo Tribal Council
composed of men who were pursuaded
to sign the leases whiched allowed
Standard Oil to exploit the oil deposits
in the JUA. The same was done for the
Hopi Indians despite bitter objections
from the villagers.
This was the beginning of the
exploitation and spoilage of the Indian
land. To traditional Indians, the earth is
a sacred extenion of God, whom they
call the Great Spirit. To allow the
harvesting of the natural reasources on
their land would be an act of sacriliege
The land is a manifestation of the Great
Spirit which gives their lives meaning
and direction.
They viewed the
multi-national corporations as agents of
destruction to their way of life. While
their land are spoiled, the corporations
prosper
B l REAL S

regular $6 per visit
Call 895 7151 Hairioft, near the Goal prat

_________________________________________

MO I IV1 S

QUESTIONABLE

Records pertaining to die Bureau o f
Indian Affairs indicate that the Bureau
was involved in covert manipulation of
the Navajo and Hopi Indians in an effort
to obtain mineral leasing rights for
corporations such as Aztec Oil and Gas,
and the Peabody Coal Company, the
largest coal company in the United
States.
Shortly after the first mineral leases
were signed in the 1920’s, the Hopi
people rallied a successful boycott of
the Hopi Tribal Council that ended with
the collapse of the Council. In 1950,
a new attempt was made to revamp the
disbanded Tribal Council when Peabody
Coal Company of Utah discovered the
Black Mesa coal field within the JUA.
The Black Mesa coal fields have the
richest- coal deposits in Arizona
containing over 21 billion tons of high
quality coal accessible by strip mining.
The JUA was also found to contain
large deposits of uranium, a mineral
vital to the production of nuclear power
and the manufacturing of nuclear
weapons.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs and
prospecting multi-national corporations
were aware of the resistance they had to
face in order to obtain mineral leasing
agreements from the Navajo and Hopi
Indians. A report issued by the Indian
Law Resource Center documents BIA
internal memorandums which implicate
the BIA and top level officials in
subversive activities designed to
undermine the will of the Navajo'and
Hopi Indians in order to obtain mineral
leases. Peabody Coal and Aztec Oil and
Gas were amoung the prospecting
corporations.
As the BIA attemped to revamp the
Hopi Tribal Council, they were met
with the expected opposition from the
Hopi people.
In a BIA internal
memorandum from former Assistant
Commissioner D'Arcy McNikle, it is
explained how the BIA intended to
overcome the opposition and
accomplish our objectives of eveniual
acceptance of the Hopi Tribal Council
In the memorandum, McNikle wrote "
We can never expect lo win active
support of the leaders ' T he Tribal
Council |, but I think it is possible to
achieve a situation of passive
acceptance
Robert 1. Bennett, another BIA
official, wrote ol a plan to infiltrate the
ranks ot the traditional Hopi people in
order to stifie the opposition to the
Tribal Council (The "Traditional"
Hopis are the ones who adhere to their
basic values They are the majority
who oppose the leasing of their lands
The "Progressives" are the Hopis
sympathetic to the corporations).
Bennett wrote:" The progressive
element could conduct a campaign of
infiltration calculated to overcome
resistance amoung the Itraditional
element to organize under the Indian
Reservation Act" It is evident that
BIA officials were not conducting
business in a manner proper and
beneficial to the Indians of Arizona.
In September of 1951, the BIA s
efforts were furthered when claims
attorney John S Boyden began to
represent the Hopi people via the Tribal
Council . before the BIA Boyden was
to eventually recieve official
appointment from Washington on May

29, 1952. It was revealed that nine
months p rio r to taking his role as
general council on behalf o f the Hopi
Tribal Council, Boyden had met with
several times with agents from the BIA
such as the Comminioner and Asst.
Commissioner, the Secretary o f the
Interior, and all regional and local BIA
officials. Boyden was a key figure in
the revamping of the Council in that
same nine month period. Boyden's
records reveal that he was actively
involved in "oil and mineral matters".
As revealed in an BIA internal
m em orandum dated M arch 1952,
Boyden, perhaps unknowningly reveals
his motives regarding his clients, the
Hopi Council. The memorandum
begins voicing the Council's concerns
regarding attorney fees. The Council
did not have the funds to cover Boyden's
fees. Boyden responds:"rennumeration
for |my| services would depend on
working out solutions to such a point
that oil leases would provide funds".
In 1955 the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs granted official recognition of
the puppet Hopi Tribal Council. In
1964, the protesting Hopi people took
their case to court only to face defeat
when a U.S. district court judge ruled
that the Hopi Tribal Council was part
of a soverign nation and could not be
tried in a U.S. court. John Boyden was
the man credited with the successful
approval of the Tribal Council. Why
did John Boyden fight so hard in favor
of the realitively few Hopis represented
by the Hopi Tribal Council? Evidence
proves that Boyden profited greatly
from his ill-gotton clients.

BOYDEN'S BUSINESS
John S. Boyden was a former
Archbishop in the Morman Church and
an attorney for the Peabody Coal
Company, a company which was partly
owned by the Morman Church.
Boyden's records reveal his multiple,
and most likely conflicting interest
w hile lie represented the Tribal Council
He also represented Aztec Oil and Gas
Company, a company in which Boyden
helped sign lease agreements to oil in
the Hopi Navajo JUA
Bovden s
:e,ords clearlv reveal ih.it he w,u
playing both side, >t the issue Ethical
questions arise hum his actions.
I he Hoppi-Navajo land dispute arose
out of the need tor the Hopi Tribal
Council and ihe multi-national
corporations to have the ability to
arrive at two party settlement contracts
for the mineral rights in the JUA. II
the Navajolndians could be denied their
rights to the land, the Hopi Tribal
Council would be able to conduct
business with realitive ease
Traditional Navajo and Hopi Indians
allege that the land dispute and range
wars were staged by a public relations
firm from Salt Lake City. Utah
Allegedly, the firm of David Evans and
Associates staged a range war, invited
the press to survey the damage and
report it to the appropiate authorities
Meanwhile, John Boyden was in
Vkashington lobbying for a bill to
divide the ownership of the JUA The
staged range war was the final eveni
which prompted Congress to pass
PL93-53 1. the Hopi Navajo Land
see Land Depute ' page ~
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Entenes Needed for
Student Art Exibit
pase6
independent painter from Grand Rapids
D*P“te A c t Hie land is to be divided
By Eric .Skoglund
Staff Writer

a n d Jo h n Clemetis a master printer from

The student art .exhibition is calling
for entries, any Grand Valley student
may submit up to three of their works.
Pieces may be delivered 3 April,
between 4:00pm*and 8:00pm and 4
April, between 9:00am and 11:00am at
the gallery in the Calder Fine Arts
Center. There will be a $2.00 purchase
prize as an incentive.
Any medium of work may be entered
for this juried exhibition. David Green
Wood, a sculptor and instructor at
Kendall, Esther Luttikhuizen, in

Shelbyville, will jury the show.
The opening (all invited) will be on
10 April from 4:00pm to 7:00pm. The
show runs from 7 April thru 18 April
1986.
Presently in the gallery the School of
Communications is presenting a student
photography exhibition which will run
to the 3rd of April. The. Photography
ranges from intro, photo, black and
white, to the advanced senior thesis
work Mark Harrel and Janet Markowski.
The gallery is open weekdays
10:00am to 5:00pm.

Proffessor Evaluations
By Tom Orzechowski

Guest Writer
This is a marketplace. Higher
education is a commodity that is sold
by the credit hour, and it is
buyer-beware.
What is needed is a way for students
to see what they are paying for.
Though courses them selves are
evaluated at Grand Valley, the results
are not made available for students. If
they were, both the institution and the
students would benefit. Students would
be able to see how other students
viewed a professor's ability to instruct
and extract the material. Professors
could use the critique to help them
fine-tune and sharpen their skills. The
institution would gain a higher quality
and more marketable product
This idea is not new. Several other
colleges implement published evalua

tions of professorial skills. It is not a
popularity contest. There are no
questions on the professors personality.
It is simply a consumer report.
In order to successfully implement
this report, there are several factors to
keep in mind. A large number of
poeple must be reached. Costs must be
kept to a minimal (i.e. printing cost).
The time needed to distribute/collect the
forms and tabulate/distribute the results
must be budgeted.
In order to reach the student
population, keep costs down, and save
on time the Lanthorn is the perfect
medium. For the next several weeks
the form below will be in the Lanthorn,
so that there will be enough for
everyone to evaluate all of their
professors. There will be drop boxes in
each building. The results will be
published on the last week of classes.

Profs name_____________________ _
Class (name/number)_______________
Please circle the appropriate answer.

1. Was the lecture a learning experience? ( Yes / N o )
2. Amount of homework - time spent outside of class. ( Too much / About right / Too little

minerals are further exploited, the
delicate maginetic field will be shifted
and the weather system upset. Where
one region is accustomed to dryness, it
could expierance great amounts of rain.
The converse will happen in a wet
region.
The Indians are also fighting against
other atrocities like the hazardous
nuclear waste dumps which leak deadly
radioactive material into fresh water
aquifers and eventually become part of
our food chain. Indian Scripture fortells
of such catastrophes committed by the
white man against Mother Earth. It
appears to be coming true.
These
issues cannot be ignored. Our future
lies in the hands of multi-national
corporations only concerned with
making a buck. This cannot be
permitted to continue!
So the Indians and their American
friends tend to take a stand for the future
this July in Arizona. They as you to
contact your U.S. Congressional
Represenative and urge them to repeal
PL93-531. Don't be a passive observer
in this world, you may decide to act
when it’s too late. Act now... while
you are able too.

50/50, again without regard for how
the Indians have settled the land. As
the plan goes, the Navajos will be
forced off their ancestral lands, land
settled by their people for over 400
years.
MORE THAN THIS
The Traditional Hopi and Navajo
Indians say they are fighting for more
that their land. Even though these
Indians realize that they stand to loose
their entire culture, history, religion,
and way of life through forced
integration into American culture, they
say that there is more at stake than that.
The Indians are warning us of the
irreparitable catastrophic dam age
occuring to the enviomment resulting
from the exploitation of the natural
resources in A rizona and Utah.
Scientist and environmentalist are just
beginning to understand how the vast
minerals of the JUA act as a regulator
of the Earth's atmosphere. The mineral
deposits play a key role in the
stabilization of th e. maginetic fields
which encompass the Earth to form our
great weather patterns.
If these

If Y ou D o n ’t K n o w

DIAM ONDS
K n o w Y o u r J e w e le r

For special prices on diamonds, watches
& lewelry. visit your nearest

W m

JEWEL

<X)

£

i

r

D o w n t o w n , R o g e r s P la z a ,
N o ' t h Kent, a n d W o o d l a n d

GRAND VALLEY
STATE CO LLEG E
Allendale, Ml 49401

Kg-v

N am e

3. Difficulty of examinations. ( Too easy / About right / Too hard )

I.D. N um ber
4. Grading fairness? ( Fair / Unfair)
5. Treats students equally? ( Yes / No )
6. Was the Prof, prepared, organized and competent to teach class? ( Yes / No )

Registration

7. Was attendance required? ( Yes / No )

TMs is

8. Grade you expect in class. ( A / B / C / D / F )

get a 10%

9. Would you take the Prof, again? ( Yes / N o)

^

CALL FOR ENTRIES
♦IPirocessiiag

S S o a if t iO B f t e & trti S S y s w

April 7 - 18

♦Matting

Accepting art work in dallerg
9 &

(C T A )
Thurs, April 3, between 4 - 8 p.m.
Fri, April 4, between 9- 11 a.m.

Pick u p entry form from Pam
In Artffteslgn Office, room 1 4 7

PHOTO CENTER

$

BY MEWERS M JE W
4§7=

(CTA)

Opening reception:

Thurs, Apnl 10, 4 - 7 p m

Rejected work picked u p at

: Apnl
7 - 9 from G allery betw een 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. (CFA)

t

Fri,

9:

PI A

Arts and Various Writings,
Decision for Destiny
]o(in
SelCtvood,
The Classic Velvet Underground
g u e s t poet
and Nico Remains that way till
S itting there staring in to the dark expanse o f w ater
R em em b erin g the o n e h e lost to that darkness
this day
live with thirteen dead cats/ A purple
N ow w hy is he here all alone?
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T h e d am p n ess creep s in to his tightly w rapped cloth.
C reep in g in to his bones to m ake him shiver
S ho u ld he jo in the he nev er cried for?
C o u ld he h ave the nerve to clim b into that d ark n ess7
A nd feel the cold lightly co v er his soul
F elling so h elp less like a child in its m others w om b
W an tin g to b reak ou t o f its chilling grip.
B ut k n o w in g he should let his en d help her
N o t re alizin g his love is so strong to stop him.
T o stop him w astin g his life, and for those w ho care.
Note: This poem is presented here in dedication
to John's undying love for his lost friend.

LOOKING FOR
PART TIME WORK?
Seek it at

UNITED PARCEL
SERVICE
$8.00 PER HOUR.
A v a ila b le S h if ts a r e ;
4 a m to 9 a m
and
1 0 p m to 3 a m

CONSIDER THE
ADVANTAGES...
*Good pay
*Convinient hours
*No week ends
CONTACT
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
SIEDMAN HOUSE.

‘Arden's is celebrating 5 years of success,
at their Fulton location, and 32 years of business

By B rad Koester
S taff W riter
The Velvet Underground and Nico,
recorded nearly twenty-one years ago by
the Velvet Underground, still remains
a major story line of the life in New
York City's dirty underworld. Using
singer-guitarist Lou Reed's great poetry
in song-writing the Nico album is still
looked up to by music lovers.
In "Sunday Morning," the second
track, you can hear clearly the whine of
Cale's viola and the steady reggaeish
click of Reed's guitar. Together these
two instruments illistrate the balance
between the band's top forty pop side
and the sometimes graphic truth of
Reed's drug and sex life.
A mysteriously odd assortment of
piano chords makes up the song "I'm
Waiting for the Man." This song is a
satirical look at a drug addic waiting for
his pusher to arrive. Although some
may find this hunor offensive, Reed (an
ex-heroin addic himself) points out that
there is humor in everything and that it
must be sought out.
After listening to "Heroin,” "I'm
waiting for the Man,” and "Sunday
Morning," you may find yourself
felling quite down but don't get
distressed, "Jesus" a soft and fragile
song staking ly different from "normal"
Velvet songs. This song is well
deserved after listening to the harsh
reality of the first few tracts.
On side two, the chamber-music pop,
as it is called, of the song "Stephanie
Says" is-not that different from "Sunday
Morning"; still, there is a notible
change from Cale's drown out viola
notes to a choppy style. Reed's voice
and lyric ("Stephanie says/ That she
wants to know/ why she's given half
here life/ To people she hates now") are
also harder hitting than "Sunday
Morning."
The next song, T Can't Stand It,"
has a heavy beat compared to earlier
tracks filled with Reed's strumming
guitar an uplifting flash of humor- ”1

dog that wears spats/ They're livin' out
in the hall/ And I can't stand it
anymore."
After "I Can't Stand It” comes
"Ocean," a beautiful discription of
being lonley. With Reed's mellow
singing and drummer Maureen Tucker's
believeable imitation on her symbols of
rolling surf. "Ocean" is a preview of
Reed's later solo ballads.
The last track on the album is
Maureen Tucker's duet with Reed
childrens ryme-like "I'm Sticking With
You." This song shows sensitivity
witch was never before displayed by the
Velvets.
The Velvet Underground an Nico,
stands up to any band of their day.
Almost ignored by the recorded
companies and rejected by earlier critics
the album has remained a classic for
nearly twenty-one years. Just a
recomendation is not enough, it is
simply great!

A Study in
Discriptive Writing
By Brad Koester
Staff W riter
From a distance it looked alive but as
1 approached I discovered that the skunk
was dead. Although the movement 1
saw was real it was not made by the
skunk.
A heard of maggots had made the
carcass their home. The movement was
ike that of boiling water, churning
with excitement in flairs on the
decaying flesh.
The smell was a sickly sweet rotten
stench somewhere between unbareable
and tantalizing. As I looked closer each
maggot was struggling for a piece of
the flesh, a small individual fight for
ife.
This hypnotic cycle of movement
kept me entertained but soon the stench
over-came me.
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L iving--------- —
Father of Public Relations lectures at GVSC
By T odd Saylor
S taff W rite r
Tuesday, March 18, in Lake Huron
H a ll,
S tudents
in te re ste d
in
communications and business careers
came together to hear the gilded words
o f public relation's elder statesman,
Edward Bemays. The 92 year old
Bemays, who has been involved in
public relations (a phrase he coined)
since the early part of the century, was
in the Grand Rapids area as the guest
speaker for T he -Public Relations
Society o f America's "P.R. spectrum
awards", at the Amway Grand Plaza.
The awards were in honor of the work
o f outstanding public relations
professionals in West Michigan.
The following are excerpts from his
on campus appearance:.
"I think it is important to plan for
the future, rather than just looking for a
job, sending out resumes, and doing an
internship.
"The resumes usually compete for
the wastebasket. In addition, resumes
put you in a position of a supplicant,
and the other person (the employer) is
in a position of a domineering element
who looks at you as somebody who is
looking for something from him <jr her.
Actually, this is a dem ocratic
society, and you can greet him (the
employer) on a parity. I always use the
example of somebody I know now Ralph Nader. He was a completely
unknown young lawyer, and within a
few years he became one of the most
dominant and important elements, and
brought about consum erism in
America. So that today - where as
formerly, if you sent back a bad bottle
of catsup your letter would be put in

At Large
Ellzn
R opdm an

PROVIDENCE, R .I .-I f you ask
Mary Ann Sorrentino what her religion
is, she will still answer, "Catholic."
Like her parents and their parents before
them, she was bom, raised, and educated
in the Catholic Church.
"For an Italian-American woman,
this is part of who I am," says the
42-year-old woman. "So when you
announce to me--zap--you're not
Catholic anymore, it's almost
laughable. It's like saying you're not
Italian anymore."
But that in fact is what has happened.
Mary Ann Sorrentino, the executive
director Planned Parenthood for Rhode
Island has been excommunicated or,
rather, "self-excommunicated" for her
work supporting abortion.
The story began last May, 48 hours
before her daughter Louisa's
confirmaDon, when the priest called her
family in for an interrogation
He
insisted that the 15-year-old girl
disavow her mothers pro-choice stand
before she could be confirmed. At the
same searing interview, the priest
informed Mary Ann that she was no
longer a Catholic.

the F & F file, which is short for file
and forget - today you get three bottles
of catsup with a matter o f apology, and
a complete reversal of. the companies
practices, all due to one unknown man.
I was advising a man*in New York
City about his running for office as a
senator. He had a young man who was
a graduate o f Columbia University - a
young lawyer - who would bring papers
to him from the office.
I said to him "What are you going to
do when you grow up."
In a very casual way he said, "Oh,
I’m going to be President of the United
States. That’s what I'm working for."

Elected President o f the United States."
This just illustrates how important it
is, not just to look for a job.
I have known cases where young
people look for a job, and instead of
investigating their employer they take
the job, and find out later that t]te
em ployer has no standing in the
particular field the person is interested
in. And they find out that it is much
more difficult to get a job later on in
the same field, because their name has
been contaminated by the reputation of
the company they were with.
One of the most important, things a
young person in public relations (or
any field for that matter) can do if they
want to have an identity, is to have
their own letter head. If you send out a
letter on a 8 1 /2 x 1 1 piece of white
paper - even if it's typewritten - it could
be anybody. If you have a name, and
an address in the upper left hand comer
you are immediately an identifiable
person. And your in print, and as soon
as someone is in print psychologically
other human beings relate to it in an
entirely different way than if it's a blank
sheet of paper.
I had a young man come in, and he
said to me, " I wonder if you can help
me. I want to be head of the Japanese
Desk of the State Department." The
Japanese Desk is the term for the
individual who advises the secretary of
state on how to deal with Japan.
So I said, "How are you going to go
about it."
"I am going to write a letter to the
State Department, and I'm going to ask
for a job."
"Don’t do that. Go to the library and
find out who the top ten people were in
that particular position in the last thirty

"How are you going to do it." He
didn't know. So we sat down and we
talked, and I said," why don’t you aim
to be District Attorney of New York
City. I think your a competent young
man - and run on the basis of driving
out the mafia." *
"That's a good idea. What do I do
next?"
"If you're a good district attorney it's
easy for you to become governor. And
if you're governor of New York, the
largest state, you can pretty much
dictate who the Presidency candidate is
going to be, and then you run for
office."
This young man was Tom Dewy,
and he did become district attorney. He
did become governor of New York.
And as a matter of fact, he ran for
office, and the Chicago Tribune
proclaimed-him President of the United
States. He would have won except for
the votes from California came in three
hours later, and Truman was elected by
a small margin. The Chicago Tribune
actually had a headline that said, "Dewy

A case of
"self-excommunication"

Then, in January, a priest announced
this excommunication publicly, in a
radio broadcast advertised in the
Providence Journal this way: "Can
Rhode Island's leading advocate of
abortion rights really be a Catholic?"
The answer, listeners were told, was no.
Mary Ann Sorrentino had violated a
canon of church law which states that,
"A person who procures a completed
abortion incurs an autom atic
excommunication."
Today, wearing her notoriety with
humor and a well-honed sense of irony,
Sorrentino says, "Until then, 1 didn’t
even know that each of us had this
self-destruct mechanism."
But if, in fact, Mary Ann Sorrentino
self-destructed, if any "accomplice" to
abortion is automatically out, it would
appear that she has a lot of company.
“If you take every Catholic woman who
ever gave another woman $10 to help
get an abortion, every husband-who
knew, every doctor, every nurse,
politician who voted for choice...well,
there s a lot of self-excommunicants in
my church."

Sorrentino was not unaware of the
Church hierarchy's attitude toward her
job or toward those who are publicly
seen as pro-choice and Catholic. "I
know I was not doing the bishop's
favorite work," she admits. She had
watched the hierarchy come down on
another Italian woman, Geraldine
Ferraro. But it only gradually became
clear to her and others how far church
conservatives are willing to go to
"purify" the church of dissent.
The crackdown on disagreement
about the abortion issue has been felt
by those who signed two newspaper ads
talking about the "diversity of opinion"
about abortion among Catholics It has
been felt by theologians such as
Marquette University's Dan Maguire,
who had lectures at four Catholic
universities canceled
(Only one.
Boston College, invited him back.) It
is seen regularly in the banners held at
rallies, like the one in California: "Real
Catholics Dont Support Baby Killing."
The issue is abortion, but at a deeper
level the central issue is one of "real
Catholics." Can you disagree with the
church and still belong, be a "real

years. Then write each one a letter, and
say, I am writing to you as a man who
is in an important job. I am doing an
article on how young people can reach
your eminence. Can you let me know
the logical or illogical steps to become
head of the Japanese Desk of the State
Department.'
To his great surprise he found that
the first thing to do is to study
Japanese, so that he understands
Japanese newspapers, and Japanese
books, and writings. The second thing
he should do is get a job on the
business section of a newspaper, and
have ch arg e o f th e business
relationships with Japan.
And
whenever he writes an article on some
aspect of Japan he should send a copy
of it to every member of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, and the
House Foreign Affairs Committee that
have to do with selecting the State
Department Committee.
After he has done that for six months
he should, in a very casual way, write
a letter to the senator or member of the
house who's most important - which he
can find by writing any foreign news
editor - and say he would like to work
for him. This man has known about
him because he has been receiving
clippings for the last six months. Then
he should work with him for six
months, and then he says he would like
to be head of the Japanese Desk of the
State Department, arid he gets it.
I point to this specific story, because
you will find that much more exciting,
much more interesting. You will be
using public relations, not as an
abstract concept, but to advance
yourself in a way that fits your
personality.
Catholic"? Can you disagree on
abortion?
Can you, like the
beleaguered moral theologian Charles
Curran of Catholic University, disagree
on birth control? Can you disagree on
divorce?
To conservatives, it is a matter of
order: The Church, Obey It or Leave It.
The rules are clear, they say, and if you
cannot follow them, you are not a
member. You are, in effect, an outlaw.
People have no right to call themselves
Catholic, if they oppose what the
bishops teach.
See C ase pg 11
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Seventh annual Summer Employment
Extravaganza a success
By Amy K lofkorn
S taff W rite r

EamUpTo^OOIn
ExtraCredit!
Now you can earn credii dollars— up to a $200 cash
rebate*— with the purchase of an Apple® computer from an
authorized Apple dealer between April I and June JO, 1986 It's called
Apple's Student Break " And all that s required is written
verification of your fu ll-tim e status as a student in a two- or four
year college or university. It couldn t be any easier than that
Or any more worthwhile Because vou can use vour new Apple
computer to research and write, organize and create high-quality
presentations And with access to hundreds of educational software
programs, you can increase vour knowledge in hundreds of subjects
In fact, vou won t find a belter learning tool than an Apple
computer
Or a better lim e to buv one See us today for further details
HOLLAND
Advanced
GRAND RAPIDS
(SV YV D
Management

MUSKEGON

396-6821

SyS,em3

Mh^TDBkr

“ Retain of J7S with an Apple* lie flSO with an Apple* Ik . J l’ S with Macintosh'’ and $200 with Macintosh Plus
VpA- and tbr Affile

arr rrgtsteml trademarki (/ Apple ComfHder Inc Uaanknb u a trademark <j McIntosh
Labmttoex Inc and u betny used uslb express permission vf Us owner

The seventh annual Summer Employment
Extravaganza was a "great success" according to
Bonnie Visser of Grand Valley's student
employment office.
Sixty-six em ployers were present to
interview students from many area high
schools and colleges at the Kirkhof Center,
Wednesday March 19. Last year only 42
employers attended. A few prospective
employers cancelled at the last minute.
The event, held from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., was
well attended.
V isser estim ated that
approximately the same amount o f students,
about 1100, applied for summer jobs, although

Joan Baez to perform at DeVos Hall
By Rodd Monts-'
F eatures E ditor
Legendary folksinger and political activist
Joan Baez will give a performance at DeVos
Hall on April 6 at 8pm.
Her last major performance was in last
summer's Live Aid international concert, which
raised funds for African relief projects.
Baez burst onto the folk scene in 1959, with
a powerful performance at the Newport Folk
' Festival. She became involved with singer
Bob Dylan during the early 60's, and recorded
several songs with him. Her album Any Day
N o w jem ain s perhaps the definitive

Peppinos Pizza
Is.

no official count was made. Students were
invited from all area colleges. High school
seniors who had applied for admission to Grand
Valley were also formally invited.
A majority of jobs offered were non-work
study. Representatives from Cedar Point near
Sandusky, Ohio attracted many students. It
was the park's first year being represented at the
extravaganza.
Pleased with the outcome, Visser viewed the
event as being beneficial for both students and
employers. Visser urged students who are still
looking for summer employment to come to
the Student Employment Office located in the
Seidman House. The staff members will be
happy to discuss eligibility requirements for
full-time and work-study positions.

interpretation of Dylan's music. The ending
of their relationship was the foCus of one of
Baez' most popular recordings, Diamonds and
Rust.
Baez is also acclaimed for her civil rights
activities during the 60's and early 70’s. She
founded the human rights organization,
"Humanities International", in 1979. The
group was established to help bridge the gap
between human rights and disarmament
The concert is co-sponsored by WLHT Radio
and ON-THE-TOWN Magazine. Tickets are
$12.50, all seats reserved, and are available
through TicketMaster Outlets and Believe in
Music Stores.

c a m p u s re c re a tio n
in tra m u ra l
l
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ACR06 S THE STREET FFOM
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0-4647 Lake Michigan Drive
Allendale, Ml
895-4308
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EC O N O M Y S TR O M B O L I-2 ltem s-$1.95
JU M B O S TR O M B O LI-3 ltem s-$2.75
For the m onth of March Peppinos Pizza is
offering the follow ing special Tues. & Thur.
only:
* .50 off a 12" pizza
*
_____

.75 off a 14" pizza

*$1.00 off a 16" pizza
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"Tiny" showing full o f impressive works
By Amy Klofkorn
Staff Writer
A "tiny but handsom e show ing” of
photography,as described by photography
ipstnfctor Robert Bums, is now on display
through April 3 at the Calder Gallery. The
exhibition is sponsored by the Grand Valley
School of Communications.
A reception was held in honor o f the
photography students Wednesday, March 19,
from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. at the gallery, located in
the Calder Fine Arts building.
According to Bums the reception was held
"to pay homage to the student works on
exhibit. The informal reception gave students
and faculty a chance to mingle and discuss
Grand Valley's photography program.
The exhibition includes two senior thesis
projects by Janet Markouski and Mark Harrell.
The projects are collections of 20 prints each.

Bums describes the theses as being "no holds
barred when it comes to the artistic techniques
used." The students may work with whatever
materials or subject matter they wish. The
theses are the capstone experience of the photo
major and are intended to be a synthesis of the
student's undergraduate work.
Many works by underclassmen are also
included in the show. Many o f which are 4 x 5
basic black and white prints. Most prints are
those of architecture, landscapes, portraits and
still life.
Some of the works on display were created
by photo history students who examine the
technical and aesthetic history of photography
as a medium. An example in the exhibition is
drawn from a student project in which the
student researched, located and re-photographed
locations in the Holland, Michigan archive.
Gallery hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

This self-photograph is part o f Lars
Chellberg's senior Thesis, part o f a magnificent
exhibit currently on display at the Calder
Gallery, CFA.
r ........................... .... ................................................................................................i

___ ___

As an admitted "coffee-hater" I have become
quite a tea toddler. This usually leaves me
with a dilemma: "What do I do with the used
tea bags?”
This is a serious question, because it applies
to many of life's uncertainties. What do you
do with used things? What do you do with
used professors who's teaching ability has
become ineffective, and for all practical
purposes are hanging on by the strings of their
tenure?
I. personally, do not agree with the practice
>1 tenure. I am for job security in a sense, I
must admit. However, I do not feel jobs
, hould be secured for people who are
incompetent.
I have encountered several teachers, on both
the secondary education and the college levels,
a.h< were unfit u> teach. I found that I was not
the only student who felt so. which makes my
ascusations credible
I have found the general qualites of these so-

called educators to be: incompetence, senility,
lack of coverage of pertinent subject material,
and inability to communicate.
It is fine-and-dandy to hear about a teacher's
family life, occasionally, or maybe some of
their life experiences, but not for 40 minutes of
a 50 minute class period. I always thought
school was a place to learn "Readin, Ritein',
and Rithmetic'," you know, the infamous R's.
Instead, I have heard endless tales of what cute
little thing Professor
_'s kid did today, or
about Professor X's wartime adventures.
1 would very much like to see some sort of
teacher evaluation process evolve, and become
an institution, just as tenure policies have.
So, what do you do with used teachers’
Cows are sent to pasture. Cars eventually
reach the junkyard. Trees are chopped into
firewood.
I throw away used tea bags I wish we
coj^ld get rid of all the useless, tenured teachers
the same wav'

A grow ing Church which
welcomes The Entire Family

Allendale Wesleyan
Church
Offering Ministries in which \<m
can be a part:
People Ministering to Pe<'pE

Siinda_\ School 9:30 a.m
[every Sunday
classes for all ages 1-Adult
"You will find warm fellowship A
sharing here"

Case
con t from pg 8
Soirentino doesnt see it that way, People
say, if you don't like the rules, why don't you
switch to another Church'1 The same people, tf
you asked them whether you should leave an
unhappy marriage, would tell you to stay and
try to work things out."
To theologian Dan Maguire, "The church
not a Kiwarns Club or the National Football
League where you play by the rules or leave.
There is another concept of the church as group
of believers who are struggling together and
with others to discern the will of God. We
recognize that this is a chancy process. We
may miss the signals. But in a more humble,
questing church, we don't throw people out."

Mary Ann Sorrenuno was thrown out. Now
Judie Brown, the president of the American
Life League, has asked the Roman Catholic
Church to throw out Eleanor Smeal, the head
of the National Organization for Women.
I doubt that the Catholic Church has the
taste for mass excommunication, even mass
"self-excommunication." There are enough
Catholics who have "fallen away " But these
are increasingly tense times for those who
believe in the Catholic Church and in free
choice
In Rhode Island. b& percent of the citizens
call themselves Catholic. So do 68 percent of
the worrtgp who choose abortions

Morning worship 10:30 a.m.
"An Edifying Fellowship
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.

For Information Phone 895-4X33
Corner of Scott at Averv,
Allendale

(
i
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Sports
Wrestling wrap-up
The 1985-86 wrestling season saw
the team reach all of their lofty
preseason goals and reestablish
themselves as a major contender in the
conference and region. Under the
direction of head coach and former four
time All-American Jamie Hosford, the
ream finished a solid second in the
conference and anxiously looks forward
•o the 1986-87 season, when manv of
'he starters will be returning.
'f those that will not be back, it is
rtain their lack of presence will be
• It. Senior Dave Denny, a five vear
transfer student from W estern
Michigan, came in to Grand Valley and
provided excellent leadership while
defeating numerous highly .ranked
wrestlers until a knee injury and other
maladies jeopardized his run at
All-American honors.
This was not the case with senior
John Sanderson who added his name to
the impressive list of All-Americans by
completing his career at Grand Valley
with a fifth place national finish. In
addition to the natural leadership
provided in the practice room, John
won his 100th career victory with a
solid decision over Tom Pagvelio of
Ferris State in front of a warm home
. rowd of 525. His quiet but effective
way of leading younger wrestlers gave
Coach Hosford a solid and dependable
person throughout the season to rely on
in times of need.
Sohpomore Roger Singleton, stifled
last year in his initial All-American
run, made good on his goals to reach
this elite level by also finishing fifth in
the nation. The year saw Roger begin
each of the team's dual meets with a
victory, normally done so in extremely
impressive fashion. Hard work and
perseverance certainly paid high
dividends for this gentleman whom
Coach Hosford singled out as having
some of the best individual work habits
of anyone who he has had the pleasure
of working with.
Behind the strength and leadership of
these wrestlers, the team performed
extremely well week in and week out
from November to March.
After
dropping a difficult two point loss to
returning and eventual conference
champion Lake Superior State, Grand
Valley beat Ferris State and Oakland
l niversity two out of two times each
in dual meets, and this was the first

year that the conference wrestled dual
meets in a round robin fashion. At the
conference tournament. Grand Valley
received solid performances particularly
from Blake Groenhaut, Remi Esordi,
Matt Raedle and Lance Fritz, to finish
m a decisive second place finish. With
the return of these four wrestlers along
with Mike Heinritz, Mike Gohn, Jim
Kolosowskv, and Jeff Alcala, the team
^an hardlv resist the temptation to
begin preparing for next years run at the
title immediately.

The success of the 1985-86 squad,
according to Hosford, can be attributed
to.consistent hard work and complete
efforts from all team members, not
only those that wrestled varsity for the
majority of the ye^r. Additionally, the
strong and complete support received
from the student body which resulted in
highly boistrous home crowds boosted
the team's morale and pushed diem to
attain their entire potential. This factor
can certainly not be ignored when
talking of the success o f rhis years
team, and it is hoped it will continue to
bolster the squad to higher plateaus in
the future.
year that the conference wrestled dual
meets in a round robin fashion. At the
conference tournament. Grand Valley
received solid performances particularly
from Blake Groenhaut, Remi Esordi,
Matt Raedle and Lance Fritz, to finish
in a decisive second place finish. With
the return of these four wrestlers along
with Mike Heinritz, Mike Gohn, Jim
Kolosowskv, and Jeff Alcala, the team
can hardly resist the temptation to
begin preparing for next years run at the
title immediately.
The success of the 1985-86 squad,
according to Hosford, can be attributed
to consistent hard work and complete
efforts from all team members, not
only those that wrestled varsity for the
majority of the year. Additionally, the
strong and complete support received
from the student body which resulted in
highly boistrous home crowds boosted
the team's morale and pushed them to
attain their entire potential. This factor
can certainly not be ignored when
talking of the success of this years
team, and it is hoped it will continue to
bolster the squad to higher plateaus in
the future.

Family Health Care
at its Best
f sTANDALE MEDICAL CENTER
3950 Lake Michigan Dr., N.W.
Grand Rapids, MI 49504
Dr. Norm an W eber, D.O.
Dr. Earle R eynold*, D.O.
Dr. Roy Bulson, D.O.
Allergies
Laboratory
X-rays
Obstetrics

Minor Surgery
Pediatrics
Physical Therapy
Gynecology

Physician on call at all times, call: 453-2429.

7 minutes east o f campus

Mon-Fri
9:30-5:00
Mon. evenings 6:00-9:00
Sat

Nite Club Series Pres ent s. . .

Lift-a-thon a success
By Rodrick Wells
Sports Editor

Grand Salley State's second annual
football lift-a-thon was a big success
An estimated crowd of 500 students
watched the Lakers football players
grunt their way to 11,000 dollars in
pledges Jeff McCaw led the way with
A O dollars
There were several records broken by
the fixitball players Dan Newton broke
the record for the PO-L’8 weight class
with a lift of 330 pounds Newton also
holds the record at the 0-169 weight
limit. Other record breakers were Philip

Booth 179-184 (320). Darrell Smith
185-194 (345) and Darin Mulcahv
221-335 with a lift of 390 pounds
Mulcahv demonstrated a great deal of
enthusiasm and fired u;p the crowd
before his lifts.
Dan Bolhuis and Coach Buggs also
broke records at the 195-209 weight
class, as they ued for the second year in
a row with lifts of 365 pounds
Mike Ralya took first place in the 236
and up class with a lift of of 350
pounds. Jay Gross 0-169 (300) and
Steve Coda 210-220 1 350) were the
other winners.
The money from the lift -a thon will go
to the general football program and
weight room improvements

9:30-12:00

M agician
feob Garnerl
Thursday, March 27th'
9pm Kirkhof Center
Free A d m issio n
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Grand Valley makes the grade
With these figures in mind, Grand
Valley student-athletes are expected to
graduate at a higher rate than the
national average. ACT has determined
from surveys conducted from 1957-75
that 60 percent of the freshmen men and
women who enter college earn
baccalaureate degrees.
Compare these figures to Grand
Valley's 1934 gradaution totals. O f the
49 seniors, 39 or 80 percent have
graduated and six of the remaining 10
are still in school. The basketball
program, under Tom Villemure, has
graduated all but two seniors in his 14
years as head coach. One is expected to
complete his necessary graduation
I requirements this spring. The reason
s for his delay was playing professional
basketball in Europe.
A lso, G rand Valley, has no
d ev elo p m en tal studies program
available to students with inferior high
school credentials, a loophole many
athletic departments use to give premier

athletes special treatment. Grand
Valley has a solid curriculum with
challenging courses and with a ncTpass,
no play requirement
Dr. MacDonald said, "We are pleased
with the graduate rate of our senior
athletes. These young people realize
the importance of the baccalaureate
degree in their future-."
It m ay tak e th e average
student-athlete five years to graduate,
but he's a far cry. from the "dumb jock"
stereotype which haunted college
athletic departments a few years ago.
Grand Valley athletes can run just as
fast, shoot with the best o f them and
throw a ball with the same skill as
before and at the same time still
manage to end up with a diploma.
Today's student-athlete is taking a
beating lately for drug scandals,
recruiting violation, low grade points
and failure to graduate, but athletes at
Grand Valley State are winning both on
the field and in the classroom.

A recent survey at Grand Valley State
College conducted under the supervision
of Dr. George MacDonald, Director of
Intercollegiate Athletics, revealed that
Grand Valley athletes aren’t so bad after
a l l and m any o f the L aker
student-athletes are doing better
academically than their non-athletic
counterparts.
The typical student-athlete of today
has a wide variety of college majors to
select. O f the 100 football players
surveyed the 10 most popular majors
are Criminal Justice, Business, Media
and C om m unications, P hysical
Education, Computer Science, .Occupa
tional Safety and Health, Accounting,
Hospitality and Tourism Management,
Psychology, Advertising a n d Public
Relations. Computer Science and
Nursing are popular among women
volleyball players, while the majors of
cross country runners ranges from
Mathematics and Finance to Geology,
Physics, Engineering, M usic and

e n te r by
a p ril 15
f a c u lty /s ta f f
division
av a ila b le

FACULTY/GTAFF
LEAGUE WILL D>E
FORMED

Pre-Law. Public Administration and
Criminal Justice are the most popular
majors of the men's-basketball team.
O f the 302 student-athletes eligible
to participate at Grand Valley, which
were surveyed by MacDonald, the,
average grade point is 2.76 which on a
4.0 scale averages out to a B- per
student, compared to the campus-wide
average o f 2.699 per student.
. Women's croSs country has the honor
o f the highest average with 3.09,
followed by women's track 3.04,
women's swimming 3.00, volleyball
2.88, softball 2.72 and basketball 2.67.
In men's sports, cross country leads the
way with 2.99, followed by swimming
2.78, track 2.71, w restling 2.56,
baseball 2.54, basketball 2.51 and
football 2.49. Football also has the
largest number of participants.
Add to this the fact that o f the 32
high school seniors recruited for
football next fall, the average high
school grade point was 2.8.

Page 14, The Lanthom, 26 March 1986.

■Sports ■■....- ........
Ferris takes title
By R odrick Wells
Sports E ditor

Grand Valley State received solid
performances from Bob Varbrugge,
Scott Stone and Kris Karis. Coach Bill
Clinger is looking forward to the
outdoor season and expects good things
from the Lakers.

Ferris State edged Saginaw Valley State
by 5 points in the men's G.L.I.A.C.
Indoor Track Championships held at
Grand Valley State. Grand Valley State
finished in last place with a total of 8
points.The Lakers only scored in 3
events the 50 meter hurdles, 800 meter
run and the 3000 meter run.
Ferris State recorded first places in 8
events. Some of their top performances
were by Chris Floyd who ran a 7.09 in
the 50 meter hurdles and Rico Miller
who exploded to time of 6.01 in the 50
meter dash.

The final scores were Ferris State 147,
Saginaw Valley 142, Hillsdale 85,
Northwood 73, Michigan Tech 70 and
Grand Valley 8.
Hillsdale College dom inated the
women's meet as they scored 156
points. Saginaw Valley had 110, Ferris
State 107, Northwood 42, Grand Valley
State 29 and Michigan Tech pulled up
the rear with 21 points.
Grand Valley's Jean Mentzer won the
800 meter run and the 1500 meter.
Mentzer scored 20 of Grand Valley's 29
points.

Beck's art
on display
Tom Beck, head football coach, has an
exhibit of his paintings on display in
the Admissions Office, Seidman House.
The Admissions Office regularly
provides display space for students to
show their work.
A rececption for Beck will be held from
5 to 7 p.m. on Thursday March27, in
Seidman House. The public is invited to
attend.

Howto get
money out of
someone besides
your parents.
S i y ) rebate

Macintosh
Plus

JH5 rebate

vou have to do is visit your
authorized Apple dealer byJune SOth
and take advantage of "Apples
Student Break’ rebate program
Buy an Apple'lie. the most
popular computer in education, and
well send you a check for $150.
Buy an Apple lie, a compact
version of the Apple lie. and you 11
get back $75,
Buv a M acm toslf S1JK. the
computer vou don’t have to stuch
to leant, and vou’ll get a
SPS check
Or bin a Macintosh Plus, the
computer that goes more [lower to
students, and get a whopping
s'jou ret rah!m,I !lrV . I U. !<' '

*h

Intramural
Final Four
By R odrick W ells
Sports E d ito r

The Final Four has been set for the
men's Intramural Tournament. Three
teams are familiar and we have one who
wears a glass slipper. The Druids will
battle Jerry’s Kids and the Running
Rebels will tangle with the Unknowns.
The Druids and Jerry's Kids is a rematch
of last year’s semifinal. The Druids are
the defending^ champs and are full of
tradition. First of a l l , what is a Druid?
According to Webster's Dictionary it is
a priest of the ancient Celtics peoples of
Britian. Everytime the Druids step on
the court they exhibit the Celtic
pride.The Druids team unity reminds me
of grits, they stick together.Well how
about Jerry’s Kids? The name makes
you feel sorry for them, thats until you
play them. Jerry's Kids are peaking just
at the right time. They easily defeated
the #3 ranked Nets .The Nets had a key
injury but Jerry's Kids still played a
great game.The Kids would love to
knock of the #1 ranked Druids and pLay
in die finals.
The #2 ranked Running Rebels are on a
mission. They were not satisfied with
just playing in the champoinship, they
want to win it this time The Rebels
have an incredible array of athletes who
love to run, jump and shoot.The Rebels
defense moves to the ball like a swarm
of bees to honey .The Rebels can 't afford
to look ahead to the finals. The
Unknowns? Thats just what they are.
They are the Cinderella team of the
tournament. If the magic carpet can
carry them through two more games it
will be the biggest upset since
Villanova and Georgetown. They play
great team ball but are relatively young
and inexperienced.
The women’s final is all set as the
Druids will take on Whatever. It should
be a classic game.Both teams are
talented and play hard.
The Druids will need a big game from
Deb McLemore and the outside shooting
of Sally Woods.
Whatever gets most of its scoring from
Sue Johnston. She will need a solid all
around game for Whatever. A key could
be Jackie Haley's tenacity on the boards.
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Spring
H en ry

£.

staff

poet

Hardy

Its the equinox today
The wind is cold today
The earth is cold today
My heart is cold today
The wind robs of its heat
Dreaming of death.

Its the equinox today
Peace is a dream
Love is a dream
Wisdom is a dream
The wind robs of its meaning
Dreaming of death.
Its the equinox today
A new clear winter
Burning the bones of our mother
Burning the blood of our mother
Hat mg her flesh with machines
Dreaming of death
Its the equinox today
War is a secret
Torture is a secret
P olitics is a secret

The wind holds their meaning
Dreaming of death.
Its the equinox today
The earth is asleep
My love is asleep
You too are asleep
The wind holds your life
Dreaming o f death.
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